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THE  POLITICAL  HAPPENINGS of mid-1483, and the  motives  of the principal
figures  involved, are open to  various interpretations  and  historiographical
controversy. Some notes, discovered by chance at the end of a set of late fifteenth
century sheep accounts, are  therefore  worth  attention  because of the  light they
help to  throw  upon Richard, Duke of  Gloucester’s relationship with  the
Woodvillc family shortly after  Edward  IV’s  death and the  events leading up to his
usurpation of the throne.

The accounts belonged to a successful  Norfolk  lawyer, Roger Townshend.
serjeant at law. A self-made man, Townshend  built up a  landed estate in the
north-west of the county and became a substantial  sheep farmer.I The accounts.
in the form of  a  paper booklet, are for 1478/9, but in  I483 Townshend  used a few
spare  folios  to  make  various  notes in his own hand, including some  relating to an
agreement he had come to  with  Anthony Woodville, Earl  Rivers.2

Through  his marriage to the  heiress of  Thomas. Lord  Scales, Rivers  had
acquired the considerable  Scales estate in  East  Anglia, centred at Middleton. near
Lynn.3 He became an important magnate in the  region  by virtue of this estate and
by his  tenure  of  several local  offices. In Norfolk he was  steward  of the  Duchy of
Lancaster  estates and of the dower lands of his  sister, Elizabeth  Woodville. the
Queen, as  well  as steward and  constable  of Castle Rising. He also  took a  keen
interest in  local  affairs and attempted to assert his influence in parliamentary
elections. Frequently resident at Middleton, he  sought  tq improve  his estates, an
activity which  was perhaps  liable  to cause  disputes with  tenants and  neighbours,
including Roger  Townshend.“ He and  Townshend  came  into  conflict as
neighbouring landlords in the  vicinity of  East  Raynham and  Helhoughton  where
the  centre  of  Townshend’s estate lay.’ The  exact  issues  at stake are  unclear.  but
Rivers is  known  to have presented  a  bill  in  Chancery in  I481. in  which  he accused
one of  Townshend’s bailiffs of  detaining a  rental  belonging to the  Scales  manor in
Raynham, and in the  following year  he  sued Townshend  and his employee in the
Common Pleas for a trespass at  nearby Helhoughton.6 This  latter  action never
came to judgement because  Townshend’s  notes record  that  he and  Rivers  met at
Lynn on 20 March 1483, and then again at Walsingham five days  later, to  settle
their differences. As  a  result, they agreed  to put  some  of  their  conflicting claims
before the Duke of  Gloucester’s council for  arbitration.
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One point  arising from  the Rivers-Townshend  episode  is that  Rivers, having
spent  Christmas  1482/  3  in  Norfolk  before attending the  parliament  at
Westminster  which  ended  on 20 February.  did, as Dr.  Ives  has  speculated, return,
to  Norfolk  before  moving to  join  the  young heir  of  Edward  IV at  Ludlow?  But it
also throws up a  point  of  greater significance. Townshend’s  notes  suggest  that
Rivers  was unlikely to have  regarded  Gloucester  as an  enemy, even  at  this  date, if
he was  prepared  to  accept  the  arbitration  of the  latter’s  council. This  lends
support  to the  recent work  of Dr.  Horrox  in  which  she shows that historians from
Mancini  onwards  have  viewed  events  with hindsight  and have  read  back  into
Edward  [V's reign  the  tensions  which  sprang up after  his  death:  there is no
contemporary evidence  of  hostility between Gloucester  and the  Woodvilles
earlier  than  the end of  April  1483.“

The most serious  quarrel  among the  ruling elite  just before Edward  IV’s
death  was that  between  William.  Lord  Hastings.  and the  Woodvilles,  a  quarrel
which  worried the  King sufficiently whilst  he lay on his  death-bed  for him to try
to end the  feud between Hastings  and Thomas  Grey,  Marquis  of Dorset.9 If
Gloucester and the Woodvilles  were also  divided,  why is there no  evidence  of
Edward attempting a  similar  reconciliation?  Moreover, Earl  Rivers,  who was
certainly no  fool,  was taken completely by surprise when  Gloucester arrested  him
at Northampton.lo In other  words.  the  hostility between  the  Woodvilles  and
Gloucester  was  initiated  by the latter at the end of  April  1483.  Viewed  in this
light,  Gloucester's  actions  at Northampton and  Stony Stratford  are  hardly those
of  a  man who was  driven  by panic  and the  tide  of  events  to usurp the  throne.”
This is not to  deny that  tensions would  not in any case  have  developed between
the Duke and Edward V‘s  domineering maternal  relatives,  but it was  Gloucester
who  begun  an  immediate power struggle.  Did Gloucester  already have his eyes
on the  throne  itself  at this  stage?  Probably not,  but the ruthlessness with which  he
acted  does not  dispel  that possibility altogether.

What of  Roger  Townshend?  Unlike  either  the  Earl  or  Richard  II] he
continued to  flourish, and died in  1493  a  knight  and  a  judge  of the  Common
Pleas.'2 It  seems  doubtful  that the  proposed  arbitration  between  him and  Rivers
occurred before  the Earl was  removed  from  the  scene," and he  probably won
their  quarrel by default;  an  indirect  beneficiary of  Gloucester’s  usurpation.
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Fig. l:  Stonylmrsl  College. MS. (10, {also  l()4v.  The Raising of Lazarus. Added
note  naming Katherine Bray and  John  (0c
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